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A royal request! Duchess Kate’s “mathematically 

perfect” nose is what women want the most, according 

to London plastic surgeon Julian De Silva. 

The doctor, who works at the Center for Advanced 

Facial Cosmetic and Plastic Surgery, surveyed 1,000 

patients to see which stars are mentioned the most 

when it comes to reconstruction. After getting their 

feedback he created a composite image of the “world’s 

most desirable face” that includes Jennifer Lopez’s 

eyebrows, Angelina Jolie’s cheeks and Cher’s jawline. 

Women desire Keira Knightley’s eyes, Penélope 

Cruz’s lips, Miley Cyrus’ forehead, Reese 

Witherspoon’s skin and Selena Gomez’s chin as well. 

De Silva noted that the process usually begins with a picture. “You will often have a consultation with a patient who 

will present you with a picture of a well-known person and will say: ‘I want to look like that,’” he told the Daily Mail. 

“Thankfully, a lot of the time, it works very naturally to replicate a nose like the Duchess of Cambridge’s or eyelids 

similar to Keira Knightley’s. But on other occasions we do have to amend the plans because there are limits to how 

far you can improve what nature has given you.”

De Silva’s newest revelation follows another one of his finds from earlier this summer. After enlisting his team to 

create software that calculates face shapes, the findings revealed that Amber Heard has the most beautiful face in 

the world. 

Her “eyes, eyebrows, nose, lips, chin, jaw and facial shape were measured and 12 key marker points were analyzed

and found to be 91.85 percent of the Greek ratio of phi, which is 1.618,” the July 2016 study read, referencing the 

golden ratio.

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-beauty/news/amber-heard-has-the-most-beautiful-face-study-w429412
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-3766544/Is-world-s-desirable-face-Expert-designs-perfect-female-appearance-featuring-Duchess-Cambridge-s-nose-Miley-Cyrus-s-forehead.html
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